
Why are you here?



Update on the learnings so far:
2 Key messages

1 - Target pH needs to be 5.5
(not  5, not rule of thumb 2.5T every 10 years or 8 years)

Current district rates are maintenance rates only – not getting subsoil amelioration
(how many of you have subsoil trend data? )

2 - Presence of stratification and implications for sampling
- Traditional 0-10cm probe sampling may not be detecting acidic layers – your lime rates might not 

be enough because of this, and acid sensitive plants struggle (lucerne, seedling phalaris, barley, 
faba beans etc)

3. Are you getting the most out of your soil testing regime? Whole paddock vs zoned 
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This is a real soil
near Holbrook

Bulked sampled 
average pH 5 (0-10cm)

MLLS subclover health project site near Holbrook 

Two examples of local soils showing that the average pH from a bulked 0-10cm 
sample doesn’t detect acidic layers. 

At this site pH of the 0-10cm is 5. You might think this is OK, but when the 
roots get down to 5cm they hit an acid layer (pH 4.6)



Real soil near 
Tumbarumba

Average pH 4.8 
(0-10 cm) 

MLLS subclover health project site near Tumbarumba
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Similarly, at this site the pH of the 0-10cm is 4.8. You might think this is also OK 
but there is a severely acidic layer of 4.3 at 5-10cm.



There are new methods of testing being suggested that may be more accurate – instead of using a foot probe 
and bulking 0-10cm and 10-20cm, Use a core to sample at smaller intervals (0-5, 5-10, 10-15, 15-20 cm).

Watch Dr Jason Condon’s video ‘Accurate soil sampling to 20cm in 5 cm intervals’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=3KiS2P09KuY&feature=emb_logo

What about paddock variability – should I be zoning my paddock and actually taking more than one sample 
within a paddock?

Options to find out how variable your paddock is from low to high tech:

1. What do you know about the paddock – do you know there are soil differences, are there parts of it that 
underperform all the time?? What can you see?

2. Google imagery – can look at old and new imagery – is there consistent variation in the picture? ie, areas 
of less growth, areas that dry out quicker etc

3. Can also look at Sentinel-2 satellite and NDVI imagery 
4. Use a dig stick to do a quick check 
5. EM surveys
6. Grid survey soil test 

Key question in choosing is “What are you going to use the information for?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=3KiS2P09KuY&feature=emb_logo


How you decide whether its useful to zone your paddock depends on what end spectrum you are on in 
terms of making decisions from the info.

How you decide whether you should do more accurate testing also depends on what you are going to do 
with the information. Will you apply different amounts of lime or fertiliser to different parts of the 
paddock or will you apply a ‘blanket’ rate over the entire paddock? 

In pasture systems, lime rates are calculated on the average 0-10cm regardless. Is it useful to know about 
stratification and the so-called “acid throttle” that you might have in a paddock?

• Just to understand what you have and why using minimum or rule of thumb lime rates might not be 
helping your soil much

• To understand the effect of your lime – how far has it gone down? Need stratified samples to see that.

• For choosing pasture species it might be important e.g. trying to establish new pasture 

There are different reasons that you are soil testing – diagnosing a problem, monitoring an action, getting 
ready to sow a new species or just trying to understand what the paddock is like. 





What about subsoil testing?

We’ve seen from Book Book Master site that it takes a very long time to get any shift in subsoil pH and 
that we need to be putting out much higher rates that than previously recommended

Subsoil tests are for monitoring over time – once every 10 years will give you a trend over time

For monitoring purposes, you might be interested in the 5cm increments 10-15 and 15-20 to see if the 
effect of your treatment and management has had any effect at depth. And you can still compare it to a 
former 10-20cm sample by averaging the sample.



What does having acid soils mean?
Still missing potential production
• Our subclover is not performing to potential

- Average nodulation score of 2.9 for the Holbrook survey, below adequate
- Legumes plants not fixing N are using N from the soil pool
- Only 29% of nodules contain the current Group C rhizobium strain (released in 2006)



In cropping it’s sometimes quite obvious –
inhibited root growth, less biomass, 
manganese toxicity in this example

In pastures, this happens too but often we 
don’t notice as much because livestock are 
on it. 

We are missing potential production in 
pastures.

Watch Helen Burns (NSW DPI) video 
‘Tackling Soils Acidity project – findings to 
date’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMNDfZ
qT1HM&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMNDfZqT1HM&feature=emb_logo


In Summary 

• Our perennial pastures probably not performing to potential due to acid soils

• We have issues with perennial pasture persistence and new varieties not performing 
that may be due to acid soils

• Are we masking this with other things like Urea, ProGibb on the pastures we have, 
more reliance on Annuals and grazing crops in the system? 

Is this unsustainable or just the way it is?  

• Should we rely on technologies and new practices to save us so we can continue to farm 
on the acidifying soils OR should we be investing in our soils? 



The groups original question was about thresholds – what’s the trigger point pH for liming?

Which is really asking – how low can I go before it’s critical to apply lime?? 

Well – there are penalties to potential pasture growth even at 5.5…..

Survey of landholders at the start of the program showed most peoples threshold levels were between 
pH 4.5 and 4.8!   Clearly that’s too low if you want to maximise your pasture growth   

- pH 5.5      Still have reduced rhizobia activity

- pH 5.2 Aluminium starts to becomes available in soil solution

- pH 4.8     Aluminium toxicity increases rapidly

- pH 4.5     Stopped rhizobia activity 

- pH 4.1     Clay mineralogy breakdown

pH



This next slide shows two examples of liming strategy on a starting subsoil pH of 4 based on the 
research for the Book Book Master site.    Lime + spreading costs = $90/t

Option 1 is standard practice for our region - Initial lime rate of 2.5t/ha = $225/ha 
+ 1 more application of 2.5t/ha = $225/ha 

Lime rate of 2.5t/ha every 10 years 
- lifts pH to 5 but next 10 years in 
decline back to around 4

And the subsoil is still acidifying –
no effect of that lime at depth

TOTAL COST = $450 over 20 years



What we are suggesting is a better strategy is liming to an initial target of 5.5, and 
more frequent more often 

Option 2: Initial lime rate of 4t/ha (incorporated) = $360/ha
+ 3 applications of 1.5t/ha (surface applied) every 6 years =$405/ha
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TOTAL COST = $765 over 20 years

Improvement in subsoil pH over timeGet the benefits of being above 5 most of 
the time 



In summary

• We need to be putting more lime out and yes it will cost more

• An initial investment of liming to pH 5.5 and regular top ups is potentially a better strategy because 
the soil is above 5 more of the time and you are getting some subsoil change

Yes it costs more but productivity should be higher – HLN trials will be trying to put numbers around this



HLN Update -

- Key messages from the Billa and Teripta trials
- Lime works!
- Not sure if its any better placed deep – effect is local and need longer term data to 

determine if it actually ever moves
- Organic amendment at depth is a rabbit hole – actually acidifies in the short term 

because of nitrification – long term unknown

- -MLLS Sub Clover nodulation/Soil Monitoring of Acid Soils projects
- Resampling has proved the seasonal effect! However some trends identified…
- 45% sites pH <4.5 in subsurface (5-20 cm), increased from 26% of same sites in 2017
- Only 7% have pH >5 in subsurface, decreased from 16% of same sites
- 86% of paddocks limed in last 5 yrs have pH >5 in surface but <4.5-5 in subsurface
- Expected that subclover health is declining
- Interesting but possible seasonal variation – 74% paddocks still over critical P values 



HLN Update -

NEW projects

Tackling Acid Soils (2 year project)
- 30 sites monitoring sites established in 2019-20 in perennial pasture paddocks with mix of liming and 

no liming history, to be sampled again in 2021. 
- Paddock trial on ‘Boorook’ near Morven
- Severely acidic – pH 4.4 at 0-5 cm , <4.1 below
- Lime rates – nil, 2, 3, 4, 6 t/ha, trigger for reliming at pH 5.5 and 5.0
- Additional treatment of 200 k/ha Sulphur to simulate the effect of 8 years acidification 
- some plots just surface applied and some incorporated with disc harrows (2 passes) and 1 pass 

scarifier
- noticeable differences in plant and root growth, evidence of manganese toxicity in nil lime treatment

Future Soils (3 year project)
- Paddock trial on ‘Fariview’ near Burrumbuttock
- moderately acidic – pH 5.5 at 0-5 cm, 4.6 at 5-15 cm, and 5 at 15-20 cm
- Lime rates – nil, 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 6 t/ha, trigger for reliming at pH 5.5 and 5.0
- some plots just surface applied and some incorporated with scarifier (2 passes)



Belinda Hackney

Link  - to her webinar

Key messages

- There is acid tolerant rhizobia BUT when they talk about them being tolerant it’s of pH 5 (old 
varieties were developed for pH7+).

- In the statewide survey, there are alternative legumes that may have lower pH tolerances  
but still uncertainty about how they would perform here (waterlogging, persistence) an they 
may be tolerant but they still don’t perform their best at those low pH. You’re still better off 
treating soils acidity if you want maximum productivity.

- Rhizobia are resilient – if you in the pH 4.5 zone with poor nodulation, if build the right pH 
conditions the Rhizobia will still be there – don’t necessarily need to add more (but still 
should be inoculating if putting in new pasture etc.) 

- Statewide survey showed that the pH stratification IS a regional issue for us – not so some 
other regions. 



So where to from now:

- It’s clear that not many people have their own data about subsoil trends

- The Book Book data is supporting the model of liming to target pH 5.5 and we need ore local 
evidence and data to reinforce that

- Acid Soil Action and the Healthy Soils Programs in the 90s/early 2000s – lots of farmers here did that 
program and could we get that data and redo them?

- Still some confusion about subsoil testing – how and how often should we be testing, some results 
from precision ag in the Riverina LLS projects showing wildly different pH patterns in the top 10cm 
and the 10-20cm. Need more clarification

- Posed the question about the trend from the MLLS ‘Soil Monitoring of Acid Soils’ project that many 
paddocks are above critical P – should we be addressing that?

- Clearer guidelines about decision making around P vs lime decisions



Variable rate and Precision ag application in pastures? Likely that there are some 
circumstances that it could be useful and result in better practices but needs more 
investigation.  Need to look at the technology – Viridis Ag machinery and EM Survey – how 
accurate is it (given that we know soil variability exists, particularly in pasture systems)?
Cost-benefit?

Incorporation of lime – recognising that there is limited opportunity in pastures and that it has 
high cost and high risk in our region and not something to focus on completely

This project has been supported by funding from Meat and Livestock Australia.


